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2. Start Niching! Cross out groups that don't make sense for you. Circle the ones that you’re for sure about.

1. Research. What are all the options of group types you could target? What do these groups like? What is 
your competition doing? Are they targeting any of these groups? Is there a potential group your 
competition isn't targeting? Write all your possible client types in the boxes below.

Directions: Use the best method that makes sense for you, but some ideas are to use a mind map approach, 
free write a long list, or this worksheet structure.

TARGET AUDIENCE

3. Target Audience Group Types. Are there any repeats? Can you can combine? The goal is to segment 
client types into 1-3 solid, ideal target audience options that are most suitable for you.
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Where does this person like to shop? What brands do they buy? What brands are they loyal to?

Name:

Where do they spend their time online? What social media apps do they use, if any? Who do they follow?

IDEAL CLIENT AVATAR
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Age: Gender: 

Target Audienge Group Type:

General Hobbies, Interests:

What influences this person’s buying choices? What do they prioritize?

What core values does this person prioritize? How do they live their life? What’s important to them?

Do you have any real life examples similar to this ICA? (That you know in your life, or know of in media, etc.)

Describe Relationship, Family, Community, or Home Life:

Job:

Income:
     High
     Medium
     Low

Replace with a stock photo of your ICA!

2.75”w x 3.5”h
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